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The first two research articles in this issue of Network Science have a common

theme—they use workplace contact patterns, in addition to other data, to model

infectious disease spread.

Potter et al. (2015) use contact diaries, architectural distance, and institutional

affiliations to define the network and model epidemic spread on this network.

Their results show that incorporating architectural and institutional information

substantively improves epidemic forecasting models.

In contrast, Génois et al. (2015) use data derived from spatial sensors worn by

the office staff and build the network from spatial proximity data. Their epidemic

simulations show that the size of the epidemic depends in part on the transmission

rate. Interestingly, GVFPBB also find that department affiliation matters.

Thus, both articles affirm that this attribute affects network structure and the

dynamics of potential epidemic spread within workplace settings. Both studies

account for temporal contact dynamics and use sophisticated epidemic modeling

approaches. Both studies discuss important containment/intervention strategies

necessary to slow epidemic spread. These studies are exceptional in that they use

simulations to understand disease spread and potential containment strategies; but

base those simulations on combinations of empirical and unobtrusive data collected

within real-world settings. We are very pleased to be able to publish both of them.

The PSS paper was initially submitted to the journal approximately nine months

prior to the Génois, GVFPBB paper and hence appears first. We regret that online

publication of PSS was stalled due to editorial delays, so its first online appearance

unfortunately was later than GVFPBB.
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